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Return to Nature
Gill Crabbe // FNG Research
A key feature of the European revivalist art of the late 19th century were the artists’
communities that grew up in areas of natural beauty across Europe. Gill Crabbe meets
two of the organisers of the 2015 European Revivals conference, which took place in
Krakow and Zakopane in the Tatra mountains
__________
When one thinks of the European revivalist culture that emerged in the later decades of the
19th century, one thinks of Paris as having been the central hub of the artistic ideas that
spread across Europe and that included – especially in northern Europe – an urge to return to
local territories and art practices. There were also the philosophical ideas generated by British
artist thinkers such as John Ruskin, and the birth of the Arts and Crafts movement, epitomised
in the decorative arts of William Morris. However, fewer scholars internationally today have
been aware of its manifestations in central Europe, and one significant result of the Finnish
National Gallery’s European Revivals Research Project has been a conference that took place
in Krakow and Zakopane in Poland, which has now placed the country’s Tatra mountain region
firmly on the European revivalist map.
The FNG’s European Revivals Project, which has been active since 2009, aims to bring
together scholars, art histories and narratives from different countries and explore their
common cultural heritage concerning this key period in Europe’s cultural history. The four
international conferences that have so far taken place have provided fertile ground for sharing
ideas, networking and exploring common experiences.
The Tatra Museum conference in Krakow in 2015, which included a day visiting the
Tatra mountain village of Zakopane, took as its theme the return to nature that can be seen
as a feature of European revivalist cultures, reflected in the development of artists’ colonies
in rural areas that promoted a simple healthy lifestyle. Their art not only foregrounded en
plein air landscape painting but also manifested in fresh creativity in the decorative arts and
architecture and indeed across all artistic disciplines. At the conference, curators and scholars
from as far afield as Scotland, Norway, Denmark, Finland, and of course Poland, explored
themes ranging from nature and myth, and colour and national artistic identity, to wilderness
and violence, and the significance of the rustic hut.
Edyta Barucka, an independent scholar based in Warsaw, explains how the Krakow
conference came about. ‘It goes back to the first of these conferences, held at the Ateneum
Art Museum in 2009, which was about the myths and visions of history and included study
visits to the Finnish artists’ houses – Gallen-Kallela’s house in Tarvaspää and houses in
the Tuusula district near Helsinki,’ she says. ‘It was a marvellous experience just to touch
these houses, to see them as they were, to learn their respective histories. And it added
an important dimension to our research – sharing direct experiences and insights with
colleagues. I remember the lineoleum in one of the rooms and wondering if it was from
Scotland. It was the first time I thought it would be good to share what we have in Poland.’
At subsequent conferences, delegates became aware of new threads and areas of
interest developing. ‘Then, following the Oslo conference in 2014, I revisited the idea of
bringing scholars to Poland, in collaboration with the Tatra Museum,’ says Barucka.
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__________
Koliba Villa (Willa Koliba),
designed by Stanisław
Witkiewicz in 1892–93, is now
the Museum of the Zakopane
Style, a branch of the Tatra
Museum in Zakopane
Photo: Tatra Museum Archive

__________
The Highlander chamber at
Koliba Villa (Willa Koliba)
featuring the ethnographical
collection of Zygmunt
Gnatowski
Photo: Tatra Museum Archive
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‘I was interested in the theme of nature and the natural ornamentation motifs which were
very much part of this broad movement, but which were rooted in the national romantic
tradition, so it touched on questions of redefining national identities, with nature and
craftsmanship featuring quite prominently.’
The theme echoes the ethos of the Tatra Museum, says Director Anna Wende-Surmiak:
‘The Tatra Museum co-operates closely with the Tatra Mountains National Park – they protect
the nature and we protect the culture, and the culture at the foot of the mountains would not
have existed without the nature.’
There were a number of threads that contributed to the growth of Zakopane and its
artists’ communities in the 1870s, 80s and 90s, says Barucka. ‘From the 1860s artists from
Warsaw came to paint the landscape of the Tatra mountains en plein air and others came, who
described the unique features of the Tatras. At the beginning of the 19th century Stanisław
Staszic, a political writer, scientist and clergyman, had written a geological account of the Tatras
which included a description of the image of Highlanders in their huts and referred to the
indomitable spirit of Polishness that had been preserved in those very distant regions.’ This
image had seeped into the thinking about the Tatras towards end of 19th century, when the
Tatras also became important as a health resort due to the mountain air and became a refuge
for the intellectual and artistic classes who were especially vulnerable to contracting TB.
The Krakow conference in 2015 was a new experience for many delegates, as FNG’s
Director of Collections Management Riitta Ojanperä explains: ‘For my Finnish colleagues
and I the visit to Zakopane was an absolute revelation. We knew it existed but it was rare to
experience something like that together, where you all come to the same spot with ideas
which can be similar but also different. Besides the museum visits and discussions from the
conference papers, we also visited two private houses from the late 1890s and early 1900s
– this is one of the great treats that this kind of professional meeting can offer, to have the
chance to visit places which are not on the public map. It deepened our idea of what the
artists’ colonies were about.’
Barucka explains that in Zakopane, those who lived in artistic houses – whether they
were artists themselves, or others who were inspired to move there – were defining their
own spaces in very intimate ways, creating their own homes with features they designed
themselves, and with objects they collected, bought or made. ‘Karol Kłosowski (1882–1971)
had attended the local school of wood carving before studying in the Krakow Academy of Fine
Art. He returned as a painter and sculptor, marrying a Highlander poetess and developing his
wife’s wooden cottage into the artist’s house – the Silent Villa – that is still preserved by the
family today. It features beautiful decorative carvings of natural motifs, and yet conveys a
sense of being a very private space but also a space for hospitality.’
It is not only the exchange of first-hand impressions and observations that is so valuable
for the research community, but also what each delegate brings from their own context. ‘For
example, we went to an old Highlander’s cottage (now a branch of the Tatra Museum) that had
belonged to the Gąsienica Sobczak family, and which houses a collection of old domestic items
such as cheese moulds and ladles,’ says Barucka, ‘and I recall a Finnish delegate observing that
the old wooden water pipes were like those from a similar period in Finland.’
So to what extent were these artists’ communities on the edges of Europe developing
their ideas independently, and how much were they being influenced by the ideas at the
cultural centre in Paris?
‘I think there are two aspects to this question,’ says Barucka. ‘Artists from all over
Europe – mostly painters from Finland, Poland, Norway – and even the United States, came to
Paris to be educated in private studios and academies like Académie Julien or Colarossi. Then
there was another trend that was sweeping broadly through northern and central Europe
which was the Arts and Crafts movement, which had very different national interpretations,
whether that was national revivals, national romanticism, or vernacular revivals (using local
traditions and materials).’
This question is also connected with how ideas and knowledge were disseminated,
Barucka continues. ‘The Zakopane Style houses built from the 1890s onwards used local
building traditions and local carpenters and materials and they were also modelled on the
vernacular architecture. So this is part of the Arts and Crafts legacy. The philosophical ideas,
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__________
Ainola, home of the Finnish
composer Jean Sibelius in
the Tuusula lake area near
Helsinki. The house was
designed by architect Lars
Sonck and Sibelius moved
there with his family in 1904
Photo: Finnish National
Gallery / Hannu Pakarinen

__________
The dining room of Ainola
Photo: Finnish National
Gallery / Hannu Pakarinen

for example of Ruskin and William Morris, were disseminated via very different channels. In
Poland, it would have been via Vienna and then Krakow. Some of the artists in Krakow were
part of the Vienna Secession because the city was part of the Habsburg Empire after Poland
had been partitioned.’
The key figure in creating the vernacular Zakopane Style was the painter and art critic,
Stanisław Witkiewicz (1851–1915) who came to the area originally for health reasons, then
moved and designed the first of the artists’ houses, Koliba Villa, in 1891–92 (now a museum).
‘Apparently he wasn’t acquainted with Ruskin’s writings at that time, but he did become
familiar with them,’ says Barucka. ‘Excerpts from Ruskin’s seminal essay Seven Lamps of
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Architecture were translated in the Polish magazine Architect, around 1900, so there is this
dissemination which was perhaps via periodicals as well.’
While it may be difficult to assess the extent of the various influences on Zakopane,
what makes the region so interesting is the range of influences on its community, says
Ojanperä. ‘Zakopane is such a great example of the modern phenomena, not only the
aesthetics and artists’ houses and Gesamtkunstwerk, but also what was happening in
modern Europe at the of the turn of the 19th century – tourism, technology, medicine,
sanatoria. In Finland’s Tuusula district, however, you won’t find a village structure – the
houses are there by themselves.’
Yet the Tuusula community remains very well known in Finnish art history and a
focus of ongoing research interest. So is Zakopane also considered as central to Poland’s art
history? ‘At the time that Witkiewicz came to Zakopane it was a very small village and he
came for the mountain air to cure his TB, then others followed him,’ says Wende-Surmiak.
‘Now Zakopane is the most popular destination in Poland, not these days for health but for
tourism, with 2–3 million visitors a year. Still it’s preserving its wooden architecture and
Highlander culture and our 11 museums in the Podhale region (seven in Zakopane itself) are
an important way to help this.’
The return to nature is not only an art-historical question, as many of the issues it
throws up relate to concerns in contemporary culture. So what resonates today, with what
started in Zakopane or in Tuusula in Finland? For Barucka there is a new resonance, ‘which
is connected with revisiting nature, but in the context of ecology and sustainability, and
new craftsmanship’. For Wende-Surmiak, the link is clear: ‘Our main aim is to enhance this
very deep connection between the culture and the nature. And so for example in the Tatra
museums we have a contemporary art gallery in the national park, where we also invite artists
to make work in connection to the mountain nature.’
__________
Karol Kłosowski’s Silent Villa (Willa
Cicha) in Zakopane. In 1907 Kłosowski
moved into the old Highlander’s
cottage, which he extended, furnished,
and decorated himself, transforming it
into an artist’s house
Photo: Tadeusz Barucki
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__________
Karol Kłosowski’s atelierliving room at the Silent Villa
(Willa Cicha) in Zakopane
Photo: Jacek Bukowski from
the Family Archive

A year on from the Tatra Museum conference, Barucka and Wende-Surmiak have
come to Finland, via Denmark, as part of a week’s study tour that included visiting the artists’
houses of Tuusula. Their aim is to mount a touring exhibition, and accompanying book,
exploring the common themes in three artists’ colonies inhabiting three different landscapes
of that period: the artists’ houses of lakeside Tuusula, the seaside colony of artists at Skagen in
Denmark; and the Zakopane culture of the Tatra mountains.
While the European Revivals Research Project continues to develop new areas of
interest, there is also a plan to draw together selected material from its several conferences
in a forthcoming publication. And in another way, the rich and unique revivalist culture of the
Polish art history will take its place among the European revivalist art of the period.

